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TO: 	y;/IRECTOR„ FBI (44-38861) 

FROM 	LEGAT, LONDON (88-72) (P) 

ReBucab 7/23/68. 	 Vr  
Enclosed for the Bureau is copy of New Scotland 

Yard report containing  all information concerning  the 
activities of subject while in London from 5/7/68 to the 
date of his apprehension 6/8/68. Also contained in the report 
is summary of investigation conducted by New Scotland Yard in 
this matter. This report was officially handed to Assistant 
Legat on 7/25/68 and it may be disspalinated to Tennessee 
authorities for assistance in prepaiting  their case for prose-
cution. 
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*1,3 fo,—P'9 /-- REC 46 	A Giif66 In regard to the prison warders' reports, this 
--ffice has officially directed a communication to the Assistant 
Under-Secretary of State for Prison Affairs asking  for all 
prisonlataff,reports.of pertinence in this matter, and when 
they are received officially they can.in.turn be furnished tof..ikb,•6 ., 
Tennessee authorities. 	 4 _ 	f 	-..kA Nfut"Yen 
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Also enclosed for the assistance of Bureau super-
visors are three copies of a list of London communications to 
the Bureau in this matter. These are in the form of cables 
and airtels, and any information contained therein can now be 
disseminated to Tennessee authorities with the exception of 
that in London airtel dated 7/16/68. This airtel enclosed 
items furnished to this office by New Scotland Yard on a 
confidential basis, and included letters from subject to 
various individuals in the U. S., as well as prison warders' 
reports. 
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